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Photonic band gap Bragg fibers can be employed for delivery of high powers in medicine, lighting and heating systems, electricity
production, and the development of optical sensors of physical and chemical variables. In this paper, results of testing Bragg fibers
with hollow cores for pH detection based on absorbance measurements on solutions filled in the cores. Bragg fibers with claddings
of three pairs of high- and low-index layers and hollow cores of 70𝜇m in diameter were fabricated. Photonic band gap bands of
the fibers were estimated theoretically. Aqueous solutions of methyl orange (MO) and hydrochloric acid and bromothymol blue
(BTB) in Sörensen buffers were filled into the cores and spectra ofMO and BTBwere measured for different pH. Calibration curves
typical for optical pH sensors were derived from the measured spectra with a reproducibility of about 10%.

1. Introduction

Recently, optical fibers have shown their performance for
telecommunications and lasers [1] as well as for sens-
ing of physical and chemical variables [2–11]. Different
types of sensing platforms have been investigated including
evanescent-wave and reflection sensors, sensors based on
fiber-optic tapers, and Bragg or long-period fiber gratings
inscribed in fibers. Fiber-optic sensors often employ fibers
with the core refractive indices higher than those of the
cladding. Such fibers include telecommunication types of
silica fibers, that is, polymer-clad silica and multimode and
single-mode fibers which, however, have to be modified,
for example, by optical gratings, thin layers, and so forth
[2–4, 6], to increase their sensitivity to external variables
such as temperature, pressure, mechanical deformations, and
chemicals. Special sensing fibers such as D-fibers, etched-
fibers, fiber tapers, and surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
fiber-optic sensors [2, 5–7] have also been developed which
exhibit improved sensing performance. Recently, special
types of optical fibers relying on novel physical principles
such as microstructured fibers, photonic crystal fibers [8,
9], and photonic band gap Bragg fibers [10–14] have been
investigated for physical and chemical sensing.

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) consist of a solid or air
core surrounded by a periodic array of microscopic air holes.
Microstructured fibers (MSFs) are prepared with solid cores
and air-hole arrays do not exhibit any periodicity. There two
distinct guiding mechanisms in PCFs [9]. First one is based
on the modified total light reflection on a cladding composed
of solid material whose mean refractive-index is decreased
due to air holes in it. This mechanism takes place at PCFs
with solid cores and in MSFs. In PCFs with air cores, light
is confined and guided in the core due to photonic band gap
of a periodic array of air holes around the core. PCFs and
MSFs have been fabricated from silica, chalcogenide glasses,
polymers, and so forth.

Photonic band gap guiding mechanism takes also place
at photonic band gap Bragg fibers (PBFs) [9, 10]. Such fibers
consist of solid or air cores surrounded by Bragg claddings
of several pairs of Bragg layers, one of a high refractive index
and one of a low refractive index (see a schematic refractive-
index profile in Figure 1). Bragg fibers have been fabricated
from doped silica glasses, chalcogenide glasses, or polymers.

Waveguiding characteristics of PCFs can be controlled
by dimensions of air holes and core, by distances of air
holes, by fiber lengths, and so forth [8, 9]. This control
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represents the important advantage of PCFs in comparison
with standard multimode or single-mode fibers and it can be
employed in PCF sensors. A number of physical and chemical
sensors based on PCFs have been investigated as one can
find in several reviews on PCF sensors [8, 9]. Physical PCF
sensors for monitoring strains, temperature, pressure, and
so forth have been investigated. PCF sensors based on the
refractive-index, absorbance, or luminescence detection have
been developed and tested for the detection of gaseous or
liquid chemicals filled in hollow fiber cores.

PCFs offer unique advantages for chemical sensors and
biosensors. As their air holes are running along its length,
such a fiber can contain biological and chemical analytes
in in the close vicinity of the fiber core or inside the core.
The length of fibers and thus the detection length can be
controlled from several centimeters to meters. PCFs can be
used simultaneously for light guiding and as a fluidic channel.
Such channels can be further functionalizedwith transducing
layers. As the PCF core and air holes have small sizes a very
small analyte volume is required for sensing. Using PCFs
analyte volumes on a level of microliters can be used while
in conventional optics measurement techniques minimum
volumes of hundred microliters are used [9]. Moreover, walls
of the hollow core and air holes of PCFs can be modified
by detection layers which enable further advancing detection
performance of PCFs. PCF core and hole walls can also be
modified with thin metallic layers of silver or gold and can
be used in SPR sensors and biosensors. Such fibers have
successfully been employed in label-free biosensors.

Photonic band gap Bragg fibers (PBFs) can offer similar
advantages for sensing applications as PCFs fibers, that is,
increased detection sensitivities, long detection lengths, small
detection volumes, and so forth. However, in PBFs only
the hollow core can be used for detection of chemicals. In
several papers, the performance of PBFs for sensing has
been investigated [10–14]. Effects of changes of the complex
refractive index of material in a PBF hollow core have been
theoretically examined [10]. It has been shown that band gap
fiber characteristics are very sensitive to changes of the real
part of the refractive index in the hollow core. Results of such
calculations have been implemented into the development of
an experimental PBF refractometer based on a PBF with a
Bragg cladding layers fabricated from polymethylmethacry-
late and polystyrene [11–13]. Similar PBFs have been tested for
microdisplacement sensing [14].

This paper presents results of the experimental inves-
tigation of the performance of silica photonic band gap
Bragg fibers for pH detection based on absorption pH
indicators such as methyl orange and bromothymol blue.
Spectral responses of the fibers filled in the hollow fiber cores
with aqueous indicator solutions are presented as well as
calibration curves showing the performance of such fibers for
absorption-based pH sensing.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of Bragg Fibers. Bragg fibers with air cores
and Bragg claddings consisting of three pairs of high- and
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Figure 1: Schematic refractive-index profile of Bragg fiber.
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Figure 2: Scheme of the experimental setup.

low-index layers (see the schematic refractive-index profile
in Figure 1) [15, 16] were prepared for testing in sensing
experiments. Preforms for drawing of such Bragg fibers
were fabricated by the MCVD method [15]. At experiments,
several thin layers of silica slightly doped with fluorine
were deposited onto the inner wall of a high-quality silica
substrate tube at first. Then, the high-index Bragg layer was
prepared from silica doped with germanium dioxide and
phosphorous pentoxide.The following low-index Bragg layer
was composed of silica doped slightly with phosphorous
pentoxide. The same procedure of preparing the high- and
low-index layers was repeated in order to fabricate three pairs
of Bragg layers.

Bragg fibers were drawn from tubes with applied layers,
the preforms, using a graphite resistance furnace Centorr
(USA). Temperatures slightly below 2000∘C were used for
drawing fibers with air cores (see Figure 1). By increasing
temperatures above 2000∘C the full collapse of the preform
in a hot zone of the furnace took place. Fibers with a glass
diameter of 125 𝜇m were prepared from the preforms. They
were coated with a protective polymeric jacket of UV-curable
acrylate (De Sotto).

2.2. Cross-Sections of Prepared Fibers. Cross-sections and
dimensions of prepared Bragg fibers were characterized by
opticalmicroscopy in the transmissionmode. Fiber segments
with a length up to 2 cm were used in these measurements.
The segments were cut off from prepared fibers by using a
knife of hard metal without removing the polymeric jacket.

2.3. Characterization of Sensing Fibers. Transmission spectra
of prepared Bragg fibers with hollow cores filled in with
tested aqueous solutions were measured by using a setup
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schematically shown in Figure 2. The setup consisted of a
halogen lamp Ocean Optics HL 2000 as a light source and an
OceanOpticsUSB650 diode array spectrometer as a detector.
Tested fiber segments with lengths of 15 cmwere joined to the
source and detector via FC connectors.

Immersing solutions of pH indicators methyl orange
(MO) dissolved in hydrochloric acid and water in concentra-
tions from 10−2 to 10−4mol/L and bromothymol blue (BTB)
in Sörensen buffer solutions mixed from sodium and potas-
sium phosphates were used for testing spectral absorption
responses of prepared Bragg fibers.The concentration of both
indicators of 0.01 g/L was used in all immersing solutions. All
the chemicals were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich, CR.

In experiments each immersing solution was filled into
the hollow cores due to the effect of capillary elevation.
For such purpose the input end of the fiber was immersed
in the tested solution for 10 s. A solution column with a
length of about 10 cm was formed in the capillary. After
measurements, the solution was removed from the core by
using the overpressure of about 5 bar. Then, the hollow core
was rinsed out by distilled water for three times. During
these operations the tested fiber was removed from the setup,
together with both connectors. Such measurements were
repeated for three times.

3. Results and Discussion

Bragg fibers tested for absorption-based sensing were pre-
pared by the MCVD method. Fibers with similar Bragg
claddings have successfully been tested for delivery of high
laser powers at 1064 nm [16]. In this paper, Bragg fibers with
hollow-core diameters of about 70 𝜇m were used.

A photo of the cross-section of the fiber determined by
optical microscopy is shown in Figure 3(a). As the micro-
scope resolution did not allow us to determine directly
dimensions of high- and low-index layers from the photo, the
following procedure has been used for such determination. In
the procedure, a fiber without any hollow core was prepared
from the same perform as that used for the fiber with the
hollow core (see the cross-section in Figure 3(b)). Then,
dimensions of the high- and low-index layers in Figure 3(a)
were calculated from those in Figure 3(b) by using the mass-
conservation law. These dimensions are approximately of
0.3 𝜇m for the high-index layers and of 0.7 𝜇m for the
low-index ones. A refractive-index difference of about 0.03
between the high- and low-index layers was assumed on the
basis of results reported elsewhere [15].

Photonic band gap characteristics of prepared Bragg
fibers have been estimated theoretically. Such estimations
employed a planar approximation of the fiber structure (the
core diameter ≫ wavelength) and the theory of stratified
media [17]. Band gap edges, that is, values of effective
indices between which band gap condition is satisfied, were
calculated from
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The effective indices 𝑛eff were determined for TE modes
only because they overlap band gaps of TM modes [17]
for wavelengths 500, 550, 600, 650, and 700 nm taking into
account the dimensions and refractive-index difference of
the Bragg layers discussed above. A refractive index of 1.33,
corresponding to water-filled hollow cores, was used as the
core refractive index. Results are presented in Figure 4. Black
rectangles describe ranges of effective indices of TE optical
modes propagating in the core.

Results in Figure 4 show that there are optical modes
confined in the core which can be used for the detection of
absorbance changes in the core. In addition to these modes,
there are modes with effective refractive indices close to 1.33
corresponding to paraxial rays that can also propagate in the
liquid-filled core of straight fibers. Finally, evanescent waves
of modes propagating in first high-index cladding layer can
also contribute to the sensitivity of tested Bragg fibers to
absorption changes in the cores.

An example of measured spectral responses of one Bragg
fiber of bromothymol blue in Sörensen buffer solutions for
different pH is shown in Figure 5.

A calibration curve determined from measured spectral
responses for different pH of bromothymol blue solutions
and for a wavelength of 610 nm is shown in Figure 6. The
curve is typical for pH measurements. However, error bars
in Figure 6 show that results determined with the same fiber
but at different experiments have the reproducibility of about
10%. Such results can probably be explained by changes
of launching conditions during the exchange of measured
samples and by different lengths of sample columns in the
hollow cores filled-in by the capillary elevation.

Experimental data in Figure 6 were fitted with a Boltz-
mann plot (see the curve in Figure 6) [18]. A detection
sensitivity of about 0.75 1/pH unit was determined from
the plot for pH values in a linear range from 6.5 to 7.5.
From the sensitivity a resolution of about 0.025 pH unit was
determined for a singlemeasurement in the linear range.This
value is by about two times higher than that reported for a
commercial fiber-optic pH sensor PreSens [19].

A typical spectral response of a Bragg fiber to methyl
orange solutions in hydrochloric acid of different pH is
shown in Figure 7. The corresponding calibration curve is
shown in Figure 8. Similarly as for the bromothymol blue
solutions a measurement reproducibility of about 10% was
also determined for methyl orange.

From the Boltzmann plot in Figure 8, a sensitivity value
of about 0.8 1/pH unit was determined in a linear pH range
from 3.2 to 4.5. This sensitivity corresponds to a resolution
of about 0.02 pH unit for a single measurement in which
the absorbance can be determined with a precision up to
3%. However, for repeated measurements the resolution
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Cross-sections of prepared fibers; (a) Bragg fiber with air-core diameter of 70 𝜇m; (b) fiber without air core fabricated by full
collapsing of the preform.
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Figure 4: Calculated edges of photonic band gap bands for TE
modes.
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Figure 5: Spectral responses of the Bragg fiber to solutions of
bromothymol blue in Sörensen buffers with different pH.
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Figure 6: Calibration curve of the Bragg fiber for pH detection by
using bromothymol blue.
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decreases to about 0.06 pH unit because in this case the
reproducibility is of about 10% (see the error bars in Figure 8).

Although the investigated sensing element will probably
not compete with commercially available pH sensors [19],
it could be useful for spectral measurements in weakly
absorbing gases and liquids because it offer long detection
lengths and small detection volumes. However, for practical
sensing, themeasurement reproducibility has to be improved
which is critically dependent on the amount of analyte in
the fiber hole. This can be achieved, for example, by using
a controlled vacuum pump. The filling-in and removing
tested samples from the core without changing launching
condition can also improve the reproducibility [20]. The
sensing performance of such an element can be further
extended by applying suitable detection layers onto the wall
of the hollow fiber core, for example, by using the sol-gel
method. However, changes of waveguiding characteristics of
sensing fibers due to such layers can be expected.

4. Conclusions

It has been shown that Bragg fibers with hollow cores can
be used for the detection of absorbance changes in the cores
and therefore for pH detection by using colorimetric pH
indicators. Such sensing fibers offer us long detection paths
and small volumes of detected samples. However, several
technical issues related mainly to filling in tested samples
into the cores are necessary to be solved to improve the
measurement reproducibility that is so far on a level of 10%.
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